YOUR
COMPLETE
GUIDE TO
EFFORTLESS
EMAIL
MARKETING
Easy steps you can take today to bump your
email marketing to the next level — so you
can build customer loyalty, bring in repeat
sales, and free up your time and energy.
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Hi, I'm Jessica. I'm a copywriter and email
marketing strategist for sustainable
ecommerce brands.
I love the planet, animals, and using words to
inspire and empower others.
In this e-book, come with me on a journey to
discover how your email marketing can
become effortless.
To me, effortless means making it easier to do
what matters most — without constant stress,
decision fatigue, or frustration.
By the end of this guide, you'll have a list of
clear steps you can take in your business. And if
you need extra support, I'm here to help.

JESSICA@JESSICADOWDING.COM
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1

SET YOUR
FOUNDATION
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Build a strong
foundation and you
can reach even the
most unthinkable
heights.
M.J. Moores
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GETTING STARTED
Set Your Vision
Know Your Customers
Build Your Team
Explore Your CRM
Define Your Voice
Check Your Vibe
Choose Your Mindset
Establish Checkpoints
Do the Thing

Rinse & Repeat

J E S S I C A D O W D I N G . C O M
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YOUR FOUNDATION
STARTING OFF STRONG SO YOU CAN
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR EMAILS
SET YOUR VISION
To begin your journey, you need a destination. Take
a moment to envision how you want your email
marketing to look, perform, and feel.
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS
If you haven't already, jot down a picture of your
best customer. What do they love? What makes
them laugh? What do they worry about?
BUILD YOUR TEAM
Depending on your business, you may have a
dedicated team or one individual over all your email
marketing. Assemble your crew (and your tools).
EXPLORE YOUR CRM
Many CRMs have extensive features you can use to
make your email marketing more intuitive. Check
out the basics or watch a tutorial to learn more.
DEFINE YOUR VOICE
What do you want your emails to sound like? A
caring best friend? A quirky next-door neighbor?
Write down the tone and personality you want to
embody in your marketing.
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YOUR FOUNDATION
STARTING OFF STRONG SO YOU CAN
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR EMAILS
CHECK YOUR VIBE
Now that you know how you want to sound, check
out past emails and give them a vibe check. Do they
sound like you? If not, where did they fall short?
CHOOSE YOUR MINDSET
Mindset is everything. Evaluate how you think about
your email marketing. If needed, work to shift to a
values-first, long-term growth mindset.
ESTABLISH YOUR CHECKPOINTS
Decide how you'll measure your progress along the
journey and set times to check in on key metrics
like open rates, click-throughs, and purchases.
DO THE THING
Preparation is important — but so is taking the next
steps. Even if you don't feel like everything is
perfect, jump in to the process and learn as you go.
RINSE & REPEAT
As you've no doubt discovered already, marketing is
cyclical. That means you'll probably circle back to
these early stages in the future. And that's good!
Over time, you'll be able to see how far you've come.
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CREATE YOUR
AUTOMATIONS
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You do not rise to
the level of your
goals. You fall to the
level of your
systems.
James Clear
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KEY AUTOMATIONS
Welcome Sequence
Post-Purchase Email
Abandoned Cart Email
Review Request/Check-In
Repeat Buyer Thank You
Cold Subscriber Discount
Break-Up Email
Refer a Friend Incentive
Repurchase Reminder

Cross-Channel Invite

J E S S I C A D O W D I N G . C O M
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YOUR AUTOMATIONS
SYSTEMS THAT DO THE WORK FOR YOU
SO YOU CAN WORK ON WHAT MATTERS
WELCOME SEQUENCE
Craft a sequence for new subscribers or customers.
Focus on engaging them with your business. These
emails are prime real estate, so take your time!
POST-PURCHASE EMAIL
Customers are most interested right after they've
purchased from you. So add some personality,
pizazz, and a CTA to your thank you email.
ABANDONED CART REMINDER
69% of online shopping carts are abandoned. Use
this email to reclaim revenue by touching on your
customer's pain points and aspirations.
REVIEW REQUEST/CHECK-IN
9 out of 10 customers read reviews before
purchasing. Set up an automatic request for
customers to leave feedback after they buy.
REPEAT BUYER THANK YOU
Repeat customers add value to your business — and
marketing to them is more cost-effective than
searching out new leads. Thank them after repeat
purchases to keep building loyalty to your brand.
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YOUR AUTOMATIONS
SYSTEMS THAT DO THE WORK FOR YOU
SO YOU CAN WORK ON WHAT MATTERS
COLD SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNT
Set up an email that goes out to subscribers who
haven't opened emails from you in several months
with a discount to encourage them to come back.
BREAK-UP EMAIL
Inactive emails can lower your list's health. Send
long-time cold customers an email inviting them to
unsubscribe or give feedback.
REFER A FRIEND INCENTIVE
Customers referred by a friend have more reason to
trust and buy from your brand. Invite current buyers
to refer their friends with a customized discount.
REPURCHASE REMINDER
If your products are consumable, remind customers
to repurchase at pre-set intervals. That way, they
don't run out and you get a repeat sale.
CROSS-CHANNEL INVITE
The more touch-points customers have with your
brand, the more connected they will feel. And the
easier it is to get your message out. Invite
customers to follow you on the social media
channels you use so they can stay in touch.
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BUILD & SEGMENT
YOUR LIST
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Never doubt that a
small group of
thoughtful,
committed citizens
can change the
world.
Margaret Mead
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LIST BUILDING TIPS
Clear Out Old Emails
Never Purchase Lists
Confirm Subscriptions
Target Ideal Customers
Give Valuable Opt-Ins
Make Leaving Easy
Quality > Quantity
Keep Things Simple
Have Regular Check-Ins

Ask For Feedback
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YOUR EMAIL LIST
CRAFT A QUALITY EMAIL LIST FILLED
WITH YOUR IDEAL CUSTOMERS
CLEAR OUT OLD EMAILS
Audit your current list and get rid of any duplicates,
misspellings, bounced email addresses, or
customers who have unsubscribed.
NEVER PURCHASE LISTS
Purchased email lists have low value because these
are cold customers who have no context for your
brand. Instead, get warm leads by offering value.
CONFIRM SUBSCRIPTIONS
Stay out of the spam filter by having a double opt-in
process. This means customers click subscribe on
your site then confirm it in their inbox.
TARGET IDEAL CUSTOMERS
Find the platforms and methods that appeal to your
ideal customers. Then use language, visuals, and
offers that resonate with them.
GIVE VALUABLE OPT-INS
Create a valuable offer, like an e-book or discount,
to give customers when they sign up for your list.
This boosts your brand image and creates
reciprocity with new subscribers.
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YOUR EMAIL LIST
CRAFT A QUALITY EMAIL LIST FILLED
WITH YOUR IDEAL CUSTOMERS
MAKE LEAVING EASY
Include language in your sign-up process like
"unsubscribe with a click." This helps overcome
resistance — just make sure it's actually easy.
QUALITY > QUANTITY
Focus on finding high-quality, interested
subscribers rather than on numbers alone. A
smaller, engaged list beats a large inactive one.
KEEP THINGS SIMPLE
Limit fields in your subscribe process to reduce
friction. The basics are the first name and email
address. Add more fields with care.
HAVE REGULAR CHECK-INS
Check in often to see how your emails are doing.
Look at bounce rates, unsubscribes, open rates, and
click-throughs to see how you can improve.
ASK FOR FEEDBACK
Send occasional surveys to your email list to ask
them how you're doing, what they like, and what
they want more of. Some email providers allow you
to add a simple survey at the bottom of newsletters.
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DISCOVER YOUR
RHYTHM
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Email has an ability
many channels
don't: creating
valuable, personal
touches — at scale.
David Newman
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EMAIL ABC'S
ATTENTION
Make sure you get your
customers' attention with
snappy subject lines and
valuable, engaging emails.

B

A
BRANDING
Use voice, colors, photos,
and extras to help your
customer recognize your
brand's emails at a glance.

CLARITY &
CONSISTENCY
Focus each email on one
clear goal & message. Build
momentum by emailing
your list consistently.
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YOUR RHYTHM
FIND AN EMAIL MARKETING GROOVE
THAT WORKS & MAKES SENSE FOR YOU

ATTENTION
Your readers' inboxes are overflowing with
promotions and information. You need to
stand out and grab their attention amid the
noise. Use personalization and authentic,
interesting subject lines. Then make sure your
email and offer live up to the opening. Consider
A/B testing subject lines periodically to see
what's most effective with your list.
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YOUR RHYTHM
FIND AN EMAIL MARKETING GROOVE
THAT WORKS & MAKES SENSE FOR YOU

BRANDING
Make it easy for your customers to recognize
your emails at a glance. Use consistent "from"
information, preferably with a real person's
name. Stay true to your unique tone and
personality. And use your brand's logo & colors
in the body of the email. As customers come to
expect high-quality content from you, they'll be
more likely to engage with emails you send.
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YOUR RHYTHM
FIND AN EMAIL MARKETING GROOVE
THAT WORKS & MAKES SENSE FOR YOU

CLARITY
In marketing, there's a common saying: Clear
over clever. This doesn't mean you can't
include humor or witty remarks. But your first
priority should always be to make your
message easy to understand. And focus each
email on just one targeted call to action. That
way, your customer knows exactly what they
need to do next.
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YOUR RHYTHM
FIND AN EMAIL MARKETING GROOVE
THAT WORKS & MAKES SENSE FOR YOU

CONSISTENCY
Just like any important venture in life,
improving your email marketing can't happen
in a day. So stick with it! As you continue to
make progress, your small wins will compound
into meaningful change. And if you're feeling
stuck, look back at where you started. You may
be surprised at how far you've already come.
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The best time to
plant a tree was
twenty years ago.
The second-best
time is today.
-

Chinese Proverb
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CONCLUSION
Thanks for letting me join you on your journey
to effortless email marketing. I hope you've
found the information in this guide helpful and
empowering.
Here are a few of my favorite free resources for
learning more about email marketing:
Hubspot
Neil Patel
Jacob McMillen
I wish you luck in continuing your journey. Your
next steps will depend on where you are right
now. Whatever comes next for you, I'm rooting
for you! And I know that, with some time and
focus, you can get to where you want to be.
And if you want effortless email marketing to
be even easier, I'm here to help.
You can learn more about my services, view
samples, and get in touch by visiting my site at
jessicadowding.com or emailing me at
jessica@jessicadowding.com.
Warmly,
Jessica
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MAKING EMAIL
MARKETING
WORK FOR YOU
If you have any questions or if you'd like to chat
about making your email marketing effortless,
please reach out by visiting my website or sending
me an email at jessica@jessicadowding.com.
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